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VILLAGE NEWS
End of Life
Conversations:

Tough but Necessary
It’s hard enough to engage in
conversations about the end of life,
and when you do, you then face tough
questions about what you want that to
look like.

Capitol Hill Villagers did their best to make the 2022 Virtual Gathering and Celebration a fun event,
and co-chair Bruce Brennan was on hand at the CHV Office for the festivities. Linda Frame (left) and
Sarah Jackson (right) joined others to partake in appetizers and beverages, pay tribute to Affinity
Group leaders, and play trivia and name-that-tune contests. More information and photos on page 8.

It’s time to Move Your Feet
By Stanice Anderson

When was the last time you danced?
By yourself during the pandemic?
Nah, doesn’t count.
Party people of Capitol Hill Village
and Capitol Hill Towers, the CHV
Hand Dancing Affinity Group is back.
Hand Dancing 2.0 begins
Wednesday, May 11, and will continue
on the second Wednesday of every
month from Noon until 2:00 p.m. at
the Capitol Hill Towers Community
Room, 900 G St. NE. If you care to,
bring a lunch to enjoy with the group.
It’s about movement, fun, leaving cares
at the door, and enjoying the day and
each other.

It’s also about sharing in the AfricanAmerican cultural experience of
the official dance of Washington,
DC, as decreed in 1999 by the DC
Council. In 1993, it was recognized
by the Smithsonian Institution as an
American Art Form.

We lost Hand Dancing Co-Facilitator
and CHV Volunteer Katya Hoppe,
during COVID. She loved to dance to
the Motown oldies; she loved the hand
dancing group and the group loved her
back. Let’s Hand Dance to celebrate
her life and caring spirit that impacted
so many of us.
All we need now is YOU and a
readiness to PAR-TAY…on purpose.

“The most important thing we can do
is to help each other figure out how
to have the important conversations
about end of life with family and
friends, our church group, or others
close to us,” the Rev. Susan Flanders
said in opening the Capitol Hill
Village symposium Contemplating
Our End of Life. “It’s really important
for people who love each other to
have some idea of how each other is
thinking about their death.”
“We have choices in how death
happens and what the last season
 continued on page 6
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Sips and Views in Support of the Genderson Fund
Socialize with Capitol Hill Village
friends, enjoy wine and hors d’oeuvres,
possibly pick up some wine tips, and
also support CHV’s Genderson Fund.
All this at the annual Genderson Fund
event from 2:00 to 4:00 on Sunday
June 5 at the Residences at Eastern
Market, 777 C St. SE.
The Genderson Fund helps ensure
that any resident of Capitol Hill can
join, participate in, and benefit from
Capitol Hill Village without regard to
income. It also honors Jon Genderson,
who served on the CHV Board for
six years.
Scott Greenberg, host of WTOP’s
Wine of the Week and The Vine Guy

Podcast, will provide some remarks
about his friendship with Jon.
Chairperson Lori Genderson and
a committee of CHV members are

creating a lively event, which will be
staged on the rooftop terrace with its
view of the Capitol and Capitol Hill
neighborhood.
Wine will be supplied by Schneider’s
of Capitol Hill and personally selected
by Elyse Genderson, who also selected
the hors d’oeuvres from Well Dunn.
Tickets and sponsorships are available
through https://one.bidpal.net/
chvgenderson2022/. If you registered
on the auction site for the recent
Gathering, your same login info will
work for the Genderson event.

Tickets to the event are $150 per
person, and donations of any amount
are appreciated. Tickets to attend the
event in person are limited.

Hand-dancing is Back and It’s time to Move Your Feet! The spirit of Katya Hoppe (center, at rear) will be with

the Hand Dancing Group as it starts up again on May 11 and continues on Wednesdays at Capitol Hill Towers. Stanice
Anderson, second from right, is the group leader.
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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

It’s Good to Talk About Death

In early April, I
got to participate
in something
wonderful, along
with about 50
members of our
community. It was
a program about
death. Determined
Judy Berman
to get our Symposia
Series back up and running, CHV
members Susan Sedgewick and Mary
Procter took the lead in organizing
Contemplating End of Life, a 5.5-hour
program on end-of-life choices and
decision-making.

Death is one of those things, like sex
and money, that we’re not supposed to
talk about. But who among us doesn’t
think about it, at least occasionally?
And who among us hasn’t had to
deal with the death of someone we
cared about? I’m not going to go into
detail about the symposium—you
can read about it on page 1. But I will
say this: there is power in rethinking
our typical approach to death and
dying, getting away from superstition
and shame and even some religious
teachings, and looking at it practically
and as a meaningful part of life.
There are so many things in our lives
that we don’t have control over, and
much of death and dying would fall
into that category. But even those
things we can’t control, we can think
about and take meaningful actions in
anticipation of and ensure that those
who care about us understand our
preferences about. Lots of decisions
are made for and about people who
are dying or facing the end of their
lives. The question is who makes
those decisions, are they based on
the dying person’s preferences, or
are they the preferences and beliefs
of others. Often, as speaker Dixcy
Bosley explained, many decisions
about death and dying are driven

by systems of care that are designed
to prolong life even when doing so
causes additional pain and suffering.
Other decisions are based on denial,
which deprives the dying of resources
designed for comfort and support.
Still, one is conditioned not to think
of things associated with death as
“wonderful.” And it’s not the prospect
of life ending that led me to use that
word about the symposium. Instead,
it was the opportunity to learn, think,
and talk about death without stigma
or fear of being inappropriate. In
the symposium, which combined
didactic presentation, conversation,
and meditation, Susan, Mary, the
speakers, and other helpers (including
CHV member Ceci Albert, and staff
members Liz Gregg and Pamela
Johnson) successfully created an
environment where it felt safe to
talk and think about this subject,
and which left me and others who
participated wanting more.

Fortunately, there is more coming—
Part 2 of the Contemplating End of
Life Symposium will be on June 9. All
are welcome—you can attend Part 2
whether or not you attended Part 1.
And, we have meetings scheduled in
June for Get Your Papers in Order
(see page 6). Given the response to the
symposium, I expect that there will
be additional opportunities to learn
about death, the death with dignity
movement, and other related topics.
But please, don’t think that CHV is
being morbid by giving attention to
death. I believe we are rightly focusing
on choices that can only be made by
the living, and choices that help us
define and communicate what gives
meaning to our lives.
Before I close, I want to say a huge
thank you to CHV board members
Elizabeth Cabot Nash and Bruce
continued on page 4
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Reengaging with the Community
CHV Board President Tama Duffy Day
invited Board Member Rick Rutherford
to take over her column this month.
I am pleased
to respond
to Tama’s
invitation to be
a guest writer
this month. I
am currently in
my second term
on the CHV
Rick Rutherford
Board. My three
primary areas of focus as a Board
member are the strategic planning
committee, governance committee,
and CHV’s efforts in Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion.
My wife Jane and I have been residents
on the Hill since the late 1970s. We
have enjoyed being part of a vibrant
community, raising our two now
adult children, making friends, and
taking part in the work of numerous
Hill-based organizations. Over the
course of my 40-year career as an
Organization Development consultant,
there were stretches where I spent
more weeks on the road working
with clients than I did at home on
the Hill with family and friends. As

I looked toward retirement, I wanted
to reengage in the community and
explore opportunities to apply my
skills and experience where they might
be useful. My participation on the
CHV Board has certainly made both
desires possible.
I have always thought of myself as a
life-long learner. I am curious about
much, and participation in CHV has
helped increase my knowledge in
many ways. The Village has offered me
opportunities for in-depth exploration
of cultural and racial issues through
reading groups, study pods, and
discussions. The District Dialogue
programs and information provided
by the CHV advocacy committee keep
us connected to what is going on in
our city and its potential impact.
Recently, CHV has been involved in an
extensive strategic planning process.
We have conducted interviews, focus
groups, and surveys with members
and non-members and have assembled
a current view of the needs and desires
folks have in numerous areas. These
insights will guide our operations,
services, and programs in the coming
years, be they social, informational, or
personal support.

As we begin to surface from the
pandemic of the last couple of years, I
reflect on a few random things I have
learned—I offer these examples, in no
specific order:
• Learning how to use Zoom and
learning to like it….mostly
• Learning how to recognize people
I have met on Zoom when we are
masked up in the grocery store
• Learning that our Executive
Director and staff have been a
timely and accurate source of
important COVID information
• Learning about folks who were
new to me as we worked the
communication network during
the initial pandemic stages
• Learning that I still do not know all
the services, programs, and affinity
groups that are a part of CHV, but I
am learning how to do a better job
of finding out
• Learning how to make best use
of the Village concept to meet
my own needs and those of my
neighbors
I look forward to meeting more of
you as we learn more about being in
community here on the Hill.

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

It’s Good to Talk About Death continued from page 3
Brennan for putting together
another fabulous auction and virtual
gathering. Their talents combine and
complement each other so beautifully,
with Bruce doing outreach and
curating the auction and supporting
the other volunteers, and Elizabeth
quietly but efficiently ensuring
everything is documented accurately
and is accessible and intelligible for
our participants—they are truly our
dream team!
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And to everyone who attended the
Virtual Gathering and helped us to
celebrate the Affinity Group Leaders
who individually and collectively give
us our unique character as a village—
thank you! If it wasn’t obvious from
the stories, I hope everyone knows
that anyone can join and/or start an
Affinity Group. If you have an interest
or passion you’d enjoy sharing with
others, reach out to us and we’ll help

work through any logistics to get new
groups on our calendar.
And finally, thank you to everyone
who volunteered for office shifts or the
Programming Committee. There’s still
plenty of room if you’re interested! See
my column in the April Newsletter for
more information, or call me or Mary
Bloodworth.

End of Life Conversations: Tough but Necessary continued from page 1
of our life is about. People are
reluctant, but it’s easier to start these
conversations before there’s a crisis,”
she said. “If not, the family may be left
in the lurch.”
Rev. Flanders urged symposium
participants to develop fluency in
talking about dying because everyone
will eventually have to talk about it.
She offered suggestions on starting the
conversation, perhaps using a will or
advance directives as a base:
• “As close as we are, we’ve never
really talked about dying, even
though we know we will need
to face it hopefully together
in supportive ways.” (between
partners)
• “As I age, I’ve been thinking a lot
about my last season of life and my
eventual death, and I’d like to share
my thinking with you.”
• “I have some preferences about
certain situations (residential

facilities, in-home care, hospice,
DNR, remaining in my home).”
• “I know this can be a difficult topic,
but it need not be scary when we
realize that it comes to us all. Death
is the natural end to every life.” (if
you get resistance)
• “Even though we hope it’s a long
way off, it might be helpful to us all
to talk about dying. Do you have
any particular wishes for end-of-life
care?” (children to parents)
Dixcy Bosley-Smith continued
the conversation by discussing
gathering facts to begin end-of-life
conversations. She was described as
“an end-of-life activist,” borne out of
witnessing “a lot of suffering” in her
first job as a nurse to AIDS patients.
“I saw a lot of agony and what I call
a bad death,” she said. “How people
die not only impacts them, but also
impacts the people who are living
and grieving.”

Listen to the entire
program on the CHV
YouTube Channel.
Go to www.YouTube.com, put
“Capitol Hill Village” in the
search box, and you will access
CHV programming including
Voices, District Dialogues,
Symposia, and other videos. You
can also subscribe to the CHV
Channel on YouTube.
She outlined six steps for getting
the facts.
• Understand the future: How do
you view your current health status?
What is the likely trajectory?
• Get the facts from clinicians: It is
very important to have a physician
who will honor your values and tell
you the truth. Talking to your doctor:
 continued on page 6

Palliative Care

Hospice Care

Who can be treated
and who qualifies?

Anyone with a serious or chronic—not
necessarily terminal—illness who is seeking
relief from symptoms and wants a better
quality of life. Can be referred to palliative care
by a primary physician at any time.

Anyone with a terminal illness; usually two doctors must
certify they have a short time to live, often six months or
less. Seeking management of symptoms that will lead to
improved quality of life for their remaining time.

Will my symptoms
be relieved?

Care is constructed by medical professionals
to manage pain and improve quality of life.
Should be holistic looking at all aspects, and
aimed at reducing symptoms related to disease.

Includes palliative care that focuses on management of
pain and discomfort as well as anxiety, in order to reduce
symptoms and improve quality of life, but not to extend or
prolong life, and is not intended to be long-term.

Am I going to
continue my
curative treatment?

You may continue to seek curative treatments.

Once disease is certified as terminal, in order to enter hospice
care, you have to agree to not seek curative care. Objective is
to manage symptoms and improve quality of life.

Where can I get
this care?

Can get care at many settings: at home, with
doctor’s medical prescriptions; assisted living
facility; nursing home; hospital.

When it is determined life will cease in a manner of
months, you may pursue hospice care. Can be done in
home; in a hospice facility (home-like setting with
medical infrastructure); in some hospitals (expensive
and some insurance plans do not cover); and nursing
homes (expensive).

Who provides care?

Doctors, nurses, social workers, who help you
articulate needs and weigh decisions.

Doctors, nurses, social workers, who help you articulate
needs and weigh decisions. May also include a chaplain
and dieticians who advise on comfort and desire to—or
not to—eat or drink.
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GYPIO—CHV Offering Support for End-of-Life Planning
Have you been putting off your end-oflife planning and paperwork?
Many people delay this planning due
to concerns such as taboos about
confronting our inevitable death and
discomfort about communicating with
our loved ones about it.
To kick start or refine this process,
please consider joining Capitol Hill
Village’s working group—Getting Your
Papers in Order (GYPIO), which is
scheduled to meet June 15.

We will host virtual meetings and
workshops to assist you with end-of-life
planning, guide you in starting those
important conversations, and support
the documentation of your wishes by
using end-of-life tools and resources.
On June 15, we will begin a sixweek workshop on the Five Wishes
workbook. This workbook discusses
topics ranging from the person you feel
most comfortable making decisions
with when you are no longer able to do

so, to the type of medical treatment you
prefer and do not prefer. The group will
offer peer support to make those tough
conversations a bit easier.
There will be limited spots in the initial
group, but CHV will host more of these
groups throughout the year.
Be sure to sign up to guarantee your
space. Contact Arie Parker at aparker@
capitolhillvillage.org or at 202-543-1778
for more information.

End of Life Conversations: Tough but Necessary continued from page 5

º “If living longer is possible, how
much life can I expect?”
º “Tell me like it is; I need to know so
that I can plan financially, assess
caregiver needs, decide where to
live.”
º “What would you choose to do if
this were you or a close relative?”
º “What are the burdens and benefits
of the treatments being suggested?”
• Identify what matters most to
you: is it being able to engage in
relationships, retain autonomy,
engage in meaningful work and
tasks, live in your home, not be a
burden to family and friends?
• Consider methods of life
prolongation. People may be
helped by breathing machines,
feeding tubes, dialysis, transfusions,
antibiotics, etc., but studies show
that many people, including most
clinicians, do not want heroic
measures used.
People around us need to know
our values, so communicating and
documenting wishes is very important
through Advance Health Care
Directives, Medical Orders for Scope
of Treatment (MOST)—also known in
other jurisdictions as Medical Order of
Life Sustaining Treatment (MOLST)
or Physicians Order of Life Sustaining
Treatment (POLST)—Do Not
Resuscitate orders, and medical alert
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bracelets. And keep those documents
updated (see GYPIO article above).

Then there is the question of choosing
between continuing curative care,
palliative care, and hospice care.
CHV Director of Care Services Liz
Gregg explained the differences and
similarities. (See table on page 5.)
Liz is a certified death doula which,
she explained, involves working with
individuals with terminal illness
to think through and plan for the
kind of death they would prefer to
experience. This process can start well
before death, and she suggested that
some people like to work on a legacy
project—such as a scrapbook, informal
memoir, videotape.

The Speakers
Rev. Susan Mann
Flanders is a retired
Episcopal priest who
formerly served as
Associate Rector at
St. Mark’s Church on
Capitol Hill and currently works with
parishioners at St. Columba’s Episcopal
Church on issues surrounding end-oflife spirituality, choices, and care. Her
book If I Ever Lose My Mind/Aid in
Dying with Advanced
Dementia was published
in 2018.
Dixcy Bosley-Smith, a
member of the Iona Care

Part 2 is Coming
Mark your calendar for
June 9 for the second part of
Contemplating our End of Life,
further exploring this important,
but sometimes avoided, subject.
The hope is that this will be
an in-person meeting, but,
regardless, plans include a virtual
capability to accommodate those
who cannot attend in person.
During Part 2, the discussion will
provide a greater understanding
of the services we might need and
how we can put our end-of-life
choices in place.
Management team since 2018, has spent
more than 30 years developing wellness
programs, raising a family, caring for
her own aging parents, and advocating
for informed end-of life care in various
community settings.
Liz Gregg is a clinical
social worker and
Capitol Hill Village’s
Director of Care
Services. She has been
a member of the DC
Department of Aging and Community
Living LGBTQ Advisory Committee,
completed coursework for an End-ofLife Social Work certificate, and is a
certified end-of-life Doula.

Passages

Jim Hardin died at his Washington
home on April 4. A New York State
native, Jim
graduated
from Colgate
University
and earned
master’s and
PhD degrees
from Syracuse
University,
where he
wrote a
dissertation on the theme of
enlightened self-interest in the
stories and novels of Henry James.
He taught composition, introduction
to literature, and surveys of British
and American literature at Syracuse
University, Le Moyne College, and
the University of Richmond.

At the Library of Congress, where
he spent the bulk of his career, Jim
specialized in folklife publications
and public information presentations.
He was the associate editor of the
Quarterly Journal of the Library of
Congress, the editor of Folklife Annual
and of Folklife Center News, and
the author of The American Folklife
Center: An Illustrated Guide and
many articles on the collections and
activities of the Folklife Center and
Library of Congress. He retired in
2004, but soon returned as a docent,
conducting guided tours and sharing
his passion for the Library.
Jim’s love for books and writing were
prevalent in all aspects of his life. He
had a vast collection of over 3,000
books. He played an integral role in
helping his nephews and niece through

their schooling; from reading and
helping to shape high school papers to
reading and discussing 18th century
gothic novels required for graduate
courses. Jim also enjoyed music. He
was a member of the Congressional
Chorus, Lesbian and Gay Chorus of
Washington, and the Capitol Hill
Choral Society.
The family is suggesting donations in
Jim’s name to Capitol Hill Village.
“Passages” notes the passing of Village
members as well as other significant
events such as anniversaries, out-of- area
moves, major awards, etc. If you know of
a member who has experienced a passage,
please send a brief paragraph to the
Newsletter editor at karenstuck@comcast.
net. Please confirm that the member or
their family/representative agrees with
publishing the information.

Village Voices Waiting to be Heard…
Meet and learn from your illustrious
Capitol Hill neighbors in informal,
free, public discussions about social,
economic, and political topics.
May 9: Geoffrey Kabaservice. Three
Paths for the Party: Republican
Roads in 2022. After the 2020
presidential
election, Geoffrey
Kabaservice, an
historian of the
Republican Party
and currently vice
president of political
studies at the
Niskanen Center, wrote, “Ultimately
the long-term health of the American
political system depends on having
two reality-based parties.” He then
laid out three possible paths for the
Republican Party to take. But that
was before the events of January 6,
2021. In his talk for Village Voices Dr.
Kabaservice will look at those three
paths, in light of the history of the
Republican Party and current events.

Join us for what promises to be a
fascinating talk for anyone interested
in the structure of politics.
June 6: Carol Grodzins. A Change
Agent in the U.S. and Around
the World. CHV member Carol
Grodzins’ professional life has been
at the conjunction of international
development, health, and public
policy. After
her first taste
of international
life as a Peace
Corps volunteer
in Malaysia, she
first became a
nurse, then became
involved in the campaign for a
nuclear weapons freeze (among other
social causes), and ultimately joined
the global social change association
Ashoka. Living in Thailand from
2007 to 2018, she taught courses
in social change and social
entrepreneurship, which she calls the

“citizen sector” as distinct from the
private sector and the public sector.
Until further notice, Voices programs
will be conducted on Zoom from
7:00–8:00 p.m. Details for accessing
the programs will be provided
when people register for the event
at capitolhillvillage.org or at info@
capitolhillvillage.org.

Access to Past Programs
If you missed a Voices program,
or want to listen to one again,
most are available on the CHV
YouTube Channel. Go to www.
YouTube.com, put “Capitol
Hill Village” in the search
box, and you will access CHV
programming including Voices,
District Dialogues, Symposia,
and other videos. You can also
subscribe to the CHV Channel on
YouTube.
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Thursday Night Live with the CHV Players!

gatHeRing

The Capitol Hill Village Gala and
Auction was virtual again this year,
and, for the Gathering, participants
put their party hats on in homes across
Capitol Hill as well as at the CHV
Office to honor Affinity Groups, toast
volunteers, and have fun.

2022 CHV AUCTION AND VIRTUAL

We are better, together

A highlight was live personal
testimonials from several group
leaders, which brought a human face
to the affinity groups and hopefully
encouraged people to join one of the
25 active groups, which are all led by
volunteers.

The CHV auction is an important
fundraising activity for the Village,
and we are grateful to the following
who donated items and/or events for
the auction:

“CHV would be nowhere and nothing
without our volunteers,” Executive
Director Judy Berman said in opening
the program. “Last summer we
surveyed members, and one of the
things that consistently showed up
as being valued by members was our
affinity groups.”
“Why is this? They are about
connections. We don’t have ‘clubs’
or ‘interest groups’; we have ‘affinity
groups.’ It’s about discovering and
renewing your interests and passions
and sharing them,” she explained.
CHV Affinity Groups and Leaders
• Antiracism Reading Group,
Judy Canning
• Bike Group, Bill and Vira Sisolak,
Carol Grodzins
• Chair Yoga, Robin Blum
• Cinephiles, Tom Zaniello
• Dinner Party, Patricia Molumby
• Easy Strollers, Vira Sisolak
• Games and Puzzles, Anne
Donegan Kraemer
• Hand dancing, Stanice Anderson
• History & Biography Book Club,
Kathy Truex, Roberta Gutman
• Literary Club, Fran Zaniello
• Mahjong, Patrick Hamilton
• Meditation, Patrick Hamilton
• Meet, Walk, View & Eat, Patricia
Molumby
• Memoirs, Ann Manheimer,
Deborah Hanlon, Patrick Hamilton
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Poetry Readers, Janet Reedy
Purls of Wisdom, Nancy Lee
Opera Society, Sheridan Harvey
Petanque, Paul Cromwell
Reiki, Shirley Loo
Qigong, Becky Tressler
Second Wind, Shirley Rosenfeld
Tai Chi, Mary Procter
Theater, Eileen Leahy
Travel Club, Bill Sisolak,
Karen Stuck
• Urban Walkers, Mary Case,
Ann Grace
• Wyze Guyz, Tom Zaniello
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Councilmember Charles Allen
Atlas Doghouse
Janet Bacon
Angela Beckham
Doug Berman and Sip Siperstein
Robin Blum
Karen Branan
Bruce & Louise Brennan
Sandra Bruce
Karen & Peter Byrne
Elizabeth Cabot Nash
Mike and Judy Canning
Capital City Symphony
Capitol Hill Arts Workshop
Xinzhe Huang Cheng
Chiarina Chamber Players
City Dogs
Claster Educational Services
Crazy Aunt Helen’s
Karen Ann Daniels
Maygene & Steve Daniels
Don & Jean Denton
Erin Desabla & Maxwell Houston
Kay Elsasser
Etta Fielek
Mariah Fraker
Ann Geracimos
Robin Givhan
Frank Guzzetta and Paul Manville
Tara Hamilton
Sheridan Harvey
Paula Heichel
Jade Fitness
Suzy & Andy Jampoler
Pamela Johnson
Former Senator Doug Jones
Joanna Kendig
Joe Kerr
Ned & Lauren Kraemer
Geoff and Terry Lewis
Margie Lidoff

continued on page 9

CHV Auction and Virtual Gathering
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lippman, Semsker & Salb, LLC
DC Council Chairman Phil Mendelson
Patricia Molumby
Mr. Henry’s
Elizabeth Nelson
Mike and Delia Neuman
Amy Nevel
Heather Nickerson
Randy Norton
Mary Procter & Bill Matuszeski
Sarah Reeder, AAA, ISA CAPP
Rick & Jane Rutherford
Theo Rutherford
Ariel Sabar
Susan & Joel Sarfati
Susan & John Sedgewick
Dee Seward
Trey Sherard
Mark Sherman
Ambassador David H. Shinn
Signature Theatre
Molly and Paul Singer
Cynthia Sparrow
Sport & Health
Staunton Music Festival
Rodger Streitmatter & Tom Grooms
Karen Stuck
Barry Svrluga
Teaism
Connie Tipton
Susan Van den Toorn
Buck Waller and Michael Hash

The Virtual Gathering and Auction
Committee took care of planning for the
event, social media postings, creating
materials, creating and operating the
Virtual Gathering Zoom program,
delivering appetizers from Bittersweet
and wine from Schneider’s. We thank
these volunteers:
• Bruce Brennan
• Elizabeth Cabot Nash
• Ceci Albert
• Penny Ashton
• Bobbie Brinegar
• Judy Edelhoff
• Judi Epstein
• Etta Fielek
• Carol Grodzins
• Michael Hash
• David MacKinnon
• Susan Sarfati
• Erin Sheehy
• Cynthia Sparrow
• Karen Stuck

continued from page 8

Please thank these businesses and individuals for
their contributions and support of the Village.

Faith Brightbill

Tama Duffy Day
& Michael Day
Michael Hash &
Buck Waller

Judy & Mike Canning
Nancy Deck & Michael Gross
JoAnne Glisson
John Gordon & Debra Keats
Rick & Jane Rutherford

Jane Lang

John & Susan Sedgewick

Eugene M. Lang
Foundation

Thank you!
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LGBTQ CORNER

More Than L, G, B: Erasure of Gender Diverse Elders
This month, we focus on gender
diverse individuals, an umbrella term
for a range of gender identities, such
as transgender, non-binary, agender,
genderqueer, and others.

I frequently hear
others make fun
of the LGBT
acronym, calling
it “alphabet soup”
or asking “why do
they keep adding
all those letters”?
Comments like
Sophia Ross
these diminish
our community to just a few
letters—erasing and making invisible
a significant number of individuals.
There are 1.5 million adults in the
United States, that we know of, who
identify as transgender1. These are
parents, faith leaders, musicians,
elected officials, and others. Adding
on age as another factor, and older
adults who are transgender can be
even more invisible.
Every elder deserves respect and
dignity, but we know that is not
always the case. Aging spaces tend
to be cis and hetero-normative, and
may be inequitable and harmful
to someone who does not fit those
categories. The fear of discrimination
or the possibility of indirect
discrimination is real among many
older LGBT individuals.
For example, California and
Washington DC are the only places
with an LGBT Bill of Rights in
care facilities, including specific
language barring mistreatment and
discrimination2 related to gender
identity and expression. This text is
not found in the standard patient Bill
of Rights. It is also important to note
that when the current generation of
1
2

LGBT elders was growing up, many
lacked the language to identify their
experience. What information did
exist suggested that being transgender,
non binary, or another gender identity
was abhorrent, or was pathologized
as a mental disorder. This vehemently
anti-transgender sentiment, which
still exists in many places, is a
contributing factor to individuals
delaying coming out.
To emphasize the need for increased
visibility, support for, and advocacy
for gender diverse elders I want to
highlight a few experiences from
“To Survive on this Shore,” a series
of photographs and interviews
with transgender and gender
nonconforming older adults:
“I need to get my papers in order. I
need to make sure I have end-of-life
stuff written out. Because by the
point at which you are no longer
able to make those decisions and
you begin forgetting things, what if I
forget I’m trans? If they are dressing
me differently in this place because of
my body, then am I gonna know the
difference? And who’s gonna advocate
for me? I worry about isolation,
even though I have a partner.”
(Mitch, 55, Seattle)
“One good thing I can at least say
is that when Eleanor (my partner)
received end-of-life care, the doctors
provided the most dignified,
compassionate care that we had ever

https://williamsinstitute.law.ucla.edu/publications/trans-adults-united-states/
https://code.dccouncil.us/us/dc/council/laws/23-154
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received. But part of it is that I was
finally passable by then and they were
treating us like we were a heterosexual
couple for the first time ever. It was
like night and day, the respect, almost
reverence, that staff would give. They
treated us like we were gold. That
experience really highlighted how
incredibly different it is to just be
treated like a normal human being,
and, you know, we had gotten so used
to being treated like we were garbage.
It was really shocking just to receive
standard care.” (Jay, 59, New York)
“I’m also worried about the lack
of nursing homes and long-term
care facilities geared toward our
community. Right now, if something
happened and I needed to be in
a home, finding a place where I
would be comfortable would be a
challenge. I’m hopeful that in the next
twenty years, something will change,
preferably sooner rather than later.”
(Sky, 64, and Mike, 55, Palm Springs)

“So many older LGBT people, when
they become ill or if they start to
deteriorate mentally and aren’t able
to articulate things as well, end up
involuntarily, just by the assumptions
of the people who care for them,
being relegated back into the closet.
My fear was that I would become
incapacitated in some way and then
be stuck in a room full of old men and
I never, ever want to be an old man.
That is not my jam.” (Justin Vivian,
54, New York)
One article is not enough to cover this
subject in its entirety, but I hope it can
be a start.
Capitol Hill Village’s LGBTQ programs
are funded by the DC Department of
Aging and Community Living and are
open to any DC residents. Contact sross@
capitolhillvillage.org or 202-543-1778
x204 for more information.

Gardenpalooza is Back!
Spring has sprung, and so have your
weeds! On May 14, CHV volunteers
will be ready and willing to help
CHV members with some outdoor
spring yard cleaning.

Members that have garden work they
need help with, can sign up on CHV
Helpful Village or by contacting CHV
at info@capitolhillvillage.org or 202543-1778 x111.
When you sign up, let us know
what type of work needs to be done

(weeding, pruning, planting, etc.)
and we’ll match you with our team of
green thumbs.

Will your project require a tool is
available from the garden tool library?
If so please let us know ahead of time.
Volunteers are needed to help at this
event. If you are interested, contact
CHV at the same contacts.
The rain date will be Saturday,
May 21.

CHV Executive Director Honored

Mayor Muriel Bowser and the Mayor’s
Office on Women’s Policy and
Initiatives (MOWPI) closed out the
District’s Women’s History Month by
honoring eight distinguished women
leaders including Capitol Hill Village
Executive Director Judy Berman
(second from left) at the annual
Washington Women of Excellence
Awards held at the Wharf.
“This year’s honorees have led their
way through one of the toughest
times in our city, and I am proud
that they continue to make history
here in the District and beyond,” said
Mayor Bowser.

A Capitol Hill Village crew was on hand to honor Judy. From left, Board President Tama Duffy Day;
Board member Robyn Hinson-Jones; Susan Sarfati, who nominated her for the award; Judy, and Board
member Trish Thomson.
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DC Primary Election Candidates Respond to CHV Questionnaire
Primary Election is June 21
May 16, DC begins sending mailin ballots to registered voters
June 10–19 Early Voting open
A raft of offices are on the ballot
in the 2022 DC elections including
Mayor, Council Chair, two at-large
City Council seats, and the Ward 6
Council seat.
Capitol Hill Village has prepared
a questionnaire for candidates on
two issues important to members.
It is expected that the Democratic,
Republican, Statehood Green,
and Liberterian Parties will field
candidates in the Primary and General
Elections. Candidates running as
Independents do not compete in the
Primary, so they will first appear on
the General Election ballot. Responses
will be published in the CHV News.

Questions to DC Candidates from
Capitol Hill Village
Question #1: The District faces a crisis
over the lack of adequate numbers of
well trained, well compensated direct
health care workers—the paid caregivers serving residents who want to
age in place in their own homes or
in assisted living facilities. Obstacles
include inadequate pay, insufficient
free training programs, and lack of
coordination between DC agencies
which have a role in developing or
overseeing this workforce. How do you
propose to address this problem?
Question #2: Affordable, communitybased housing options are needed
for older adults in the Capitol Hill
community. These include affordable
senior housing, senior housing with
staff support, adult day health centers,
and long-term and assisted living
facilities. There are a variety of options
in northwest DC, but limited options
in Wards 5 and 6. How do you plan to
address this need?
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Two candidates in the Democratic
primary election for Council
Chair have responded to the CHV
questions (in alphabetical order):

Phil Mendelson
Response to
Question #1:
Labor shortages
are seriously
impacting our
health care sector,
especially direct
health care. For
workers who
support our
DC Medicaid population, where the
District government has an ability
to directly impact wages, I support a
Medicaid rate study to ensure that our
reimbursement rates for homes and
community-based services are sufficient
to pay an appropriate living wage. With
respect to job training, we need to build
on the District’s existing infrastructure
and expand the number of tuition-free
opportunities for our residents. For
example, the University of the District
of Columbia Community College
has a robust Division of Workforce
Development and Lifelong Learning
(WDLL) focused on five areas of
in-demand employment opportunities,
including “Health Care Direct Care and
Administration.” As part of the abovementioned rate study, the Department
of Health Care Finance will be wellpositioned to quantify the shortages of
health care workers, which can inform
our expansion of WDLL.
Response to Question #2: As a
resident of Capitol Hill (and an older
adult), I fully appreciate the need for
affordable, community-based housing
options for our community. For most
people, the ability to remain in one’s
own home for as long as possible is
vastly preferable to the alternatives.
To that end, we must ensure that
individuals are able to receive

nursing care, medical management,
home health aides, emergency care,
psychosocial support, and special
therapies in their own homes. This
means attracting and retaining a full
complement of providers by reducing
the regulatory barriers to serving
District residents and incentivizing
such services. By illustration, I fully
support efforts to expand home health
visits by health professionals, like
nurses and nurse practitioners, as well
as the number of palliative care and
hospice care providers. The shortages
of these services often contribute to
unnecessary hospitalizations and the
premature need for long-term care and
assisted living facilities.

Erin Palmer
Response to
Question #1:
We know what
works to retain
critical workers
– respect on the
job, the ability
to organize, and
strong pay and
benefits. I have
been disappointed that discussion
about the critical role home health
care workers play has largely been
taking place outside of DC. In Illinois,
home health care workers engage in
collective bargaining and recently won
significant wage increases. In New
York, lawmakers proposed setting the
minimum wage for home health care
workers at 150% of the local minimum
to ensure workforce stability. Either
approach is one worth considering,
and my DC Council Accountability
Plan would equip the Council to assess
best practices. It’s worth noting that
this is largely a matter of political will,
and not local budget. The Center for
Medicare and Medicaid Services has
shown willingness to adjust provider
reimbursement rates to accommodate
 continued on page 13

LGBTQ+ Activities in the News
June is right around the corner,
so watch for announcements
about Capitol Hill Village Pride
Month activities and events. Have
questions or want to get involved?
Contact Sophia Ross at sross@
capitolhillvillage.org or call 202543-1778. CHV’s LGBTQ programs
are funded by the DC Department

of Aging and Community Living
and are open to any DC resident.

Capitol Hill Village is proud
to announce that we are an
official sponsor of the 2022
Rainbow Families LGBTQ+
Family Conference on May
14! The Conference is a full
day of workshops, inspiration,

DC Grandparents Push for
COVID-19 Protection
At CHV, we know that the threat
of COVID-19 isn’t over and that
being up-to-date on vaccinations is
the best strategy we have to protect
ourselves and our community. DC
Grandparents Against COVID-19 is
a new local movement among adults
age 60 and older, who are united in
encouraging loved ones of all ages to
get vaccinated and boosted.

“Loved ones” is defined broadly to
include family, friends, and neighbors.
You don’t need to be a grandparent

to join. You just need to commit to
encouraging four or more people to
get vaccinated or boosted—just one
conversation can mean a life saved.
CHV will host a virtual information
session on Wednesday, May 25, at
3:00 p.m. for anyone 60 and over
who would like to learn more about
how this effort can make a difference
in the health and well-being of our
community. Register at: https://
capitolhill.helpfulvillage.com/
events/9079
DC Grandparents Against COVID19 has developed resources to help
participants increase their knowledge
and skills so they can initiate the
conversations and respond to the
false information that is interfering
with vaccination rates. For more
information on the organization:
www.helpageusa.org/dcgrandparents.

important discussions, and
community building centered
on LGBTQ+ families, parents,
and prospective parents. CHV
Staff member Sophia Ross will
facilitate a session “The Rainbow
Sandwich Generation: No
Longer Young, Not Quite Old.”
Learn more at: https://www.
rainbowfamilies.org/.

District Dialogues:

Conversations on Race
and Justice in DC

On Monday, May 23rd at 7
pm, District Dialogues will be
co-hosting (with Hill Havurah)
Georgetown Law Professor Kristin
Nicole Henning discussing her
book: The Rage of Innocence: How
America Criminalizes Black Youth
(2021). Look for details on the
CHV calendar.

Primary Candidates Respond to CHV Questionnaire continued from page 12
health care wage increases. It did so in
Illinois in 2019 and 2020.
Response to Question #2: DC
has the resources to ensure that
all of our residents can remain in
their communities as they get older.
What we lack is strong leadership
to strategically guide development
of affordable senior housing options

throughout DC. As Chairwoman, I will
do two things. First, I will ensure that
senior housing and care facilities, as
well as day centers, are prioritized in
developments on publicly owned land
in Wards 5 and 6. Second, I will lead
the Council to fully fund the need for
community-based, affordable senior
housing options in wards with limited

or no options. This means recognizing
that facilities providing high levels of
care, like long term and assisted living
facilities, necessarily will require more
investment, but are well worth the
cost. This is the least we can do for our
neighbors who have done so much to
make DC what it is today.
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Flighty Reading
By Norman Metzger

By “flighty,” I mean without a
discernible pattern or even a modest
hint of a plan or any sense of good
order. Bad, you say; but here I’ll defend
my disorder by telling about some of
the books I’ve read lately. The only
filter for choosing these books is that
I liked them, as distinguished from
those that I abandoned after a brief
dive into them.
I can give you a sense of my
flightiness, by pointing to a book
that after some hesitation I came
to like very
much: Index,
A History of
The, A Bookish
Adventure
from Medieval
Manuscripts
to the Digital
Age by Dennis
Duncan. Here
are answers to
questions you
never thought to ask. I didn’t: How did
Indexes (or Indices, if you prefer), page
numbers, table of contents, come to
be? A question that’s an easy target for
eye rolls, but not when told amusingly
and with scholarly heft by Duncan,
who lectures in English (of course) at
University College London. Along the
way, he sprinkles in excursions to far
reaches of the English language new to
me, such as brothel “creepers,” a type
of shoe named for its, at times, risqué
uses. Or “index rakers,” those who can
pretend to knowledge about a book by
skipping directly to the index. Yes, one
of my infrequent (very) sins.
I was especially amused by Dr.
Duncan’s history of mischievous
indexing, of indexes as weapons,
enabled because often the index
is done not by the author but by a
free-lance indexer. On occasion, a
freelancer took full advantage to
express his dislike of the author or
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the book, or both. Thus, an entry
about a disgraced politician: “Aitken,
Jonathan, admires risk takers, 59; goes
to jail, 60.” Or this about an English
university: “high-table conversation
not very agreeable, 46; main source
of perverts, 113.” Understandable
that an English historian, a Whig, as
a death-bed wish, demanded “Let no
damned Tory index my book!” There
are index anecdotes, as when William
Buckley, as he gives Norman Mailer a
copy of his most recent book, casually
comments that Mailer is mentioned.
Mailer predictably goes immediately
to the index and under Mailer finds
“Hi” scrawled in red ink next to his
name. Mailer’s reaction is unrecorded,
but surely pungent.
Another entry in my library of flighty
readings is Vesper Flights by Helen
Macdonald. To say that the author
is a nature writer is a disservice to
her and to the
trade. Rather,
she writes
sparklingly
about nature
in all its forms
in tough,
insightful ways
never losing
her awe as she
looks and learns
about the world around her, all with
remarkable prose. The main players
in Vesper Flights are swifts, “creatures
of the upper air and of their nature
unintelligible, which makes them
more akin to angels. Unlike all
other birds they never descend to
the ground,” which is why they are
unseen by most of us. But for me it
is their vesper flights, their evening
flights, that make them extraordinary.
Their flights at feeding time were
tracked by a Dutch aviator. In the
summer they feed on freshwater
midges. After 10 p.m., they begin to
rise in “dense wheeling flocks” to

about 600 feet. Their vesper flight
continues to heights up to 8,000 (!)
feet. After midnight, they repeat this
extraordinary feat, descending to
feed and then rising again. “Swifts
aren’t always cresting the atmosphere
at dizzying heights; most of the time
they are living below it in thick and
complicated air....But to find out
about the important things that affect
their lives, they must go higher....” A
“tutorial” for us all?
The final
choice in my
ever-changing
menagerie of
readings is Late
Migrations,
a Natural
History of
Love and Loss
by Margaret
Renkl. Her
writings are
familiar to many through her columns
in The New York Times where she
writes about “flora, fauna, politics,
and culture in the American South.”
The essays in Late Migrations are
sometimes short, quarter-page or so,
sometimes a page or two. There are
stories of grief, joy, natural history,
personal history. There are also nature
collages by Billy Renkl, her brother.
Ann Patchett, no mean writer herself
and co-owner of Parnassus Books
in Nashville, thinks the two “might
be Tennessee’s most creative pair of
siblings.” She went to graduate school
in Philadelphia. Not a happy time for
her. She was rescued by two men, first
from pursuing a doctorate in textual
analysis that “held no interest for me.”
Distraught and homesick, her father
said simply “come home.” The other
man was her Latin teacher, who told
her to get a master’s degree in writing.
“Write poems instead of papers.” She
did. Our reward.

Updated: CHV Events are Both Virtual and In-Person
CHV will resume regular in-person
programming under the current
COVID conditions as long as
we continue to take appropriate
precautions and continue to consider
the needs of those in the community
whose risk of severe outcomes from
COVID may be greater than our own.

• We will continue to ask that if you are
experiencing symptoms of COVID –
or anything else transmissible—or if
you know you’ve been exposed—that
you stay home.
• We are not getting rid of Zoom.
We’re looking the right balance of
in-person and virtual programming
to meet our community’s needs.
Affinity Group Leaders and others
who plan programs will have to
consider the needs and interests of
potential attendees, and figure out
how to contribute to the balance.
• Affinity Group Leaders who host
activities in private homes will
be encouraged to set whatever
conditions make them comfortable.
If they want guests to wear masks
or do a rapid antigen test before
attending, they are free to require
that. CHV will make those supplies
available to anyone who needs
them, and will try to include on the
calendar any attendance conditions
that we are made aware of.
• For indoor events in community
spaces, masks will be required of
anyone who is not fully up-to-date
on their vaccine (i.e., right now,
that means a booster), and allow
all others to mask or not mask as
they see fit. Our individual masking
choices may vary depending on the
specific location, the air circulation,
the number of people, etc. We will do
our best to avoid creating crowded or
stuffy environments.

• In the CHV office, where some of us
spend eight or more hours a day, we
are continuing to run air purifiers
and use high quality HVAC filters.
Office staff are testing weekly and
wearing masks unless everyone
present at the time is comfortable
without them. We ask that visitors to
the office continue to wear masks in
our main area.

If the event is listed as “Virtual,”
you can access it through Zoom.
Participants can attend either by phone
(landline or cell phone) or through their
computer or smart phone, where they
will also have access to video.
• First step is to access the CHV
website calendar at www.
capitolhillvillage.org.
• To register for a virtual event,
members can either register on the
website or contact the CHV Office for
assistance at 202-543-1778 or info@
capitolhillvillage.org.
• When you register, you should
receive a confirmation that contains
a CHV Zoom link or further
instructions for accessing an
external Zoom link. Let the CHV
Office know if you do not receive a
confirmation or reminder. At the

meeting time, click on the link or
paste it in your browser; then click
on “open Zoom meetings” and then
“join with computer audio.”

• No computer or other internet
device? No problem! You can also
use your phone to call and listen in
and participate in a Zoom meeting.
Simply dial the number listed on the
invitation and, when prompted, enter
the meeting number. Voila! You’re
Zooming!
• If you need assistance accessing
the calendar, contact the CHV
Office at 202-543-1778 or info@
capitolhillvillage.org.
If you have not participated in a
Zoom meeting, it may be helpful to
watch a tutorial video. For a list of
helpful videos on using zoom, go to:
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/
articles/206618765-Zoom-VideoTutorials.

Options for Registering for
CHV Events
• Access Helpful Village on the CHV
website and register on-line.
• Call the CHV Office at 202-543-1778
or email info@capitolhillvillage.org
and request to be registered.

Would you like to break out of your shell, have some fun,
act like a child again and not have to wear a mask doing it?
Explore your playful side from the comfort of your home on an Improv Zoom
call with Capitol Hill Village. Join friends, neighbors and meet new people one
hour a week — an
entertaining hour that
will put a smile on
your face…just look
at this guy after one
session!
Free!

• For programs that take place in
restaurants or other public venues,
organizers will be encouraged to
avoid peak times to the extent
possible.
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May Events
Tuesday, May 3, 11:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.
Private Home

Purls of Wisdom
Join friends and neighbors for
conversation, and work on your
favorite yarn project. We meet
in the home of Nancy Lee. All participants must be fully
vaccinated. There will not be lessons, but we may be able
to help a bit; this is for folks with some experience with
knitting, crocheting, needlepoint, etc. For more information,
contact Nancy Lee at nancylee8891@gmail.com.

Thursday, May 5, 1:00–2:30 p.m.

Virtual Event: Memoirs
What’s Your Story? Have your
children, grandchildren, or other
young people in your life ever
asked you what it was like when
you were growing up? Have you ever thought about writing
a memoir or creating an oral history? The Memoirs Affinity
Group focuses on creating memoirs. Stories, as told by the
people who lived them, reflect a unique piece of history
and will be treasured by the storytellers, their families and
maybe others for generations to come.
This meeting will be an open round-robin to share ideas,
readings, issues. Feel free to ask folks to critique a story or
brainstorm an issue regarding Memoirs and writing.
Open to all.

Saturday, May 7, Starting at 9:00 a.m.
Your Home

Hazardous & Personal Shredding Waste Pick-up
Note: Signup deadline is Thursday, May 5
Hazardous materials and personal papers will be picked
up from members’ homes for delivery to the District’s safe
disposal site.
Personal papers (medical, financial, utility bill stubs,
old check stubs, etc.) should be put in paper sacks or
cardboard boxes. These will be shredded at the drop-off
site and viewed by the CHV delivery team to ensure they are
destroyed. Due to the increase in porch thefts, we recommend
that you keep your papers in your house until the volunteer
arrives and knocks at your door or calls. This is not a
requirement, however.
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Chemicals and batteries (household cleaners, garden
chemicals, alkaline batteries) should be in a sturdy plastic
bag or a cardboard box—make sure the containers are
sealed and not leaking.
E-waste (televisions, TV remotes, computers, monitors,
modems, DVD players, cellphones, NiCad batteries,
etc.) and other items not accepted in weekly home trash
pickup. Remove your hard drive from computers you
are disposing. Wipe your address book and personal
information from cellphones.
No small appliances (hand mixers, blenders, etc.) which
can go in the regular trash.
No large appliances (washers, dryers, refrigerators, etc.)
Call DC 311 for bulk trash pick-up.
No drugs. Over-the-counter medicines can go in regular
trash. Prescription drugs—call or drop off at Capitol Hill
Village for proper disposal.
If you need assistance, contact the CHV office at 202-5431778 or info@capitolhillvillage.org.
Members only.

Monday, May 9, 7:00–8:00 p.m.

Virtual Event: Village Voices: Three Paths for the
Party—Republican Roads in 2022
Geoffrey Kabaservice, an historian
of the Republican Party and currently
vice president of political studies at the
Niskanen Center, is the guest speaker. See
story on page 7.
Open to all.

Tuesday, May 10, 3:00-4:00 p.m.

Virtual Event: Parkinson’s Support Group
The Parkinson’s Support group is for individuals with
Parkinson’s to share knowledge, challenges, and ideas and to
provide encouragement to one another. Additionally, we are
all encouraged to form and maintain a team of support and
communication with friends and family
 continued on page 17
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If you, or someone you know, is living with Parkinson’s and
may be interested in leading this group, please let the CHV
Care Services staff know; no prior experience leading groups
is required.
Open to all.

Wednesday, May 11, 12 Noon–2:00 p.m.

Capitol Hill Towers Community Room, 900 G St. NE

Hand Dancing Welcome Back!!
It’s about movement, fun,
leaving our cares at the
door, enjoying our day and
each other…on purpose! It’s
also about sharing in the
African-American cultural
experience of the official
dance of Washington, DC
(1999 by DC Council),
and nationally recognized in 1993 by the Smithsonian
Institution as an American Art Form. See pages 1 and 2.

Wednesday, May 11, 2:00–4:00 p.m.
Private Home

Poetry Readers
Each attendee may (but is not required to) bring a poem
to read and share with the group. Join us for a lively
conversation about what we think the poem means and
more exploration of the topics the poems touch on.

Thursday, May 12, 2:00–4:00 p.m.
Labyrinth, 645 Pennsylvania Ave. SE

Games and Puzzles
Join other CHV members and their
friends for two hours of gameplaying fun. The staff at Labyrinth
will help us pick out new and
familiar games. No serious games
are played; we are there to have fun;
no reservations required, just come.
(1) Participants must be fully
vaccinated; (2) proof of vaccination is
required; (3) masks are required.
Open to all.

Thursday, May 12, 5:30–7:00 p.m.

Virtual Event: Cinephiles
Participants
should view as
many as possible
of these films
for discussion:
The Outfit, The
Automat, I’ll Find
You, Lunana:
A Yak In The
Classroom, and
The Rose Maker.
Members and Social Members.

Friday, May 13, 9:00–11:00 a.m.
Your Home

Goodwill Pick-up
NOTE: Signup deadline is 12:00 Noon, Wed., May 11
Do you have clothes, books, knickknacks, or other small
items you’d like to donate to Goodwill? Clean out your
house for a good cause. Donations being accepted at
Goodwill of Greater Washington:
• Clothing in good condition
• Accessories in good condition
• Linens and Textiles, clean and stain-free
• Housewares in good and working condition
• Electronics in working condition and with ALL parts
• Art and Antiques, such as mass-produced items, signed
pieces, and collectibles of any kind, including books,
magazines, and comic books
• Books and Records
Please limit donations to no more than one 30-gallon
trash bag.
Members only.

Friday, May 13, 1:00–2:15 p.m.

Virtual Event: LGBTQ Brain Health Support Group
Learn, connect, share resources. We welcome
anyone in the LGBTQ+ community impacted
by dementia (caregivers, self, partner, pastor,
or anyone close to you).
To register, contact Capitol Hill Village at info@
capitolhillvillage.org or call 202-543-1778.
 continued on page 18
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May Events continued from page 17
Saturday, May 14, 9:00 a.m.–12 Noon
Your Home

Tuesday, May 17, 5:00–6:30 p.m.
Private Home

Gardenpalooza

CHV Literary Club

Spring has sprung, and so have
your weeds! CHV volunteers
are ready and willing to help
you with some outdoor spring
yard cleaning. See story on page 11.

Note: Signup is required by noon, May 16 .

Members only.

Monday, May 16 *Cancelled; See you June 20

Virtual Event: Wyze Guyz
Continued lively discussion of current events.
Members and volunteers.

Monday, May 16, 6:30–8:00 p.m.

Virtual Event: Iona/CHV Support Group for
Caregivers of Individuals with Dementia
This support group is for spouses, partners, adult children,
and others who are coping with the challenges of being
a caregiver for an older family member or friend with
dementia. Join us to share your experience and to get
support and helpful information. The group is led by
professionals from Iona.
There is currently a wait-list for new participants to join.
Please contact CHV at 202-543-1778 to be added to the list.
Open to all. Reservations required.

In May, the Literary Club will select the books for the next
reading season.
Members and social members. Participants must be up-todate on vaccines.

Thursday, May 19, 10:30 a.m.

Meet at E. Capitol Street entrance to Capitol Grounds

Meet, Walk, View, Eat
Need an impetus for
going to the National
Gallery of Art? Gather
with other CHV members
for a walk to the NGA.
We’ll depart from the
East Capitol St entrance
to the Capitol grounds.
Once at the museum,
choose your own viewing agenda (check the NGA website
for current exhibits at: http://www.nga.gov/content/ngaweb/
exhibitions/current.html). At 1:00 p.m., we will meet at
a location (TBD as we set off in the morning) for lunch
together, then walk back up the hill, or resume your own
gallery viewing. (Note: It is not permitted to bring your
own food into the museum.)

Tuesday, May 17, 11:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.

Masks are encouraged but not required. Please visit https://
www.nga.gov/ for the latest guidelines.

Purls of Wisdom

Thursday, May 19, 1:00–2:30 p.m.

Private Home

Join friends and neighbors
for conversation, and work on
your favorite yarn project. We
meet in the home of Nancy Lee.
All participants must be fully
vaccinated. There will not be
lessons, but we may be able to help a bit; this is for folks with
some experience with knitting, crocheting, needlepoint, etc.
For more information, contact Nancy Lee at nancylee8891@
gmail.com.
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Private Home

Memoirs Group
What’s Your Story? Have your
children, grandchildren, or other
young people in your life ever
asked you what it was like when
you were growing up? Have you ever thought about writing
a memoir or creating an oral history? The Memoirs Affinity
Group focuses on creating memoirs. Stories, as told by the
people who lived them, reflect a unique piece of history
and will be treasured by the storytellers, their families and
maybe others for generations to come.
 continued on page 19
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May Events continued from page 18
This meeting will be an open round-robin to share ideas,
readings, issues. Feel free to ask folks to critique a story or
brainstorm an issue regarding Memoirs and writing.
Open to all.

Thursday, May 19, 1:30–3:00 p.m.

Virtual Event: Antiracist Reading Group
The Village antiracist reading group
will discuss chapters 12–15 of The
1619 Project: A New Origin Story, the
acclaimed—and in some quarters
controversial—book published last
November. The group is immersed
in a several-month examination of
the book, which is an extended and
revised version of The New York Times
Magazine article from 2019 that ignited
a controversy with its claim that “the full origin story of the
United States begins not with the arrival of the Mayflower
in 1620, but with that of the White Lion vessel and its
cargo of captive Africans in Virginia the year before.”
Times reviewer, Adam Hochschild, calls it a “landmark
summary of the Black experience in America: searing,
rich in unfamiliar detail, exploring every aspect of slavery
and its continuing legacy, in which being White or Black
affects everything from how you fare in courts and
hospitals and schools to the odds that your neighborhood
will be bulldozed for a freeway.”

Village’s current programs to address race in anti-racist
ways, and create new programs and opportunities to
explore race and racism. From the working group came
District Dialogues: Conversations on Race and Justice in
Our City, the Antiracism Reading Group, and the Me and
White Supremacy Pods. We’re grateful to the Capitol Hill
Community Foundation for helping to support this work.

Thursday, May 26, 2:00–4:00 p.m.
Labyrinth, 645 Pennsylvania Ave. SE

Games and Puzzles

Join other CHV members and their friends for two hours
of game-playing fun. The staff at Labyrinth will help us
pick out new and familiar games. No serious games are
played; we are there to have fun; no reservations required,
just come. (1) Participants must be vaccinated; (2) proof of
vaccination is required; (3) masks are required.
Open to all.

Thursday, May 26, 3:00–4:00 p.m.

Virtual Event: Parkinson’s Support Group
The Parkinson’s Support group is for individuals with
Parkinson’s to share knowledge, challenges, and ideas and to
provide encouragement to one another. Additionally, we are
all encouraged to form and maintain a team of support and
communication with friends and family
Open to all.

Wednesday, May 25, 3:00 p.m.

Thursday, May 26, 5:00–6:30 p.m. Welcome Back!!

Virtual Event: DC Grandparents Push for
COVID-19 Protection

Village Opera Society : My Life in Opera

CHV is hosting an information session on this new local
movement among adults age 60 and older. See story on
page 13.

Thursday, May 26, 1:30–3:00 p.m.

Virtual Event: Antiracism Work Group
This is the programmatic arm of CHV’s anti-racism work:
for the collective Village (individuals, organization, and the
community) to do our part as an anti-racist organization,
to define ways to take concrete actions against racism,
and to nurture partnerships between CHV and other
local groups who are also seeking to become anti-racist.
Working Group attendees participate in idea sharing
and development of programs. We work to support the

Private Home

Peter Russell, General
Director of Vocal Arts DC,
will return to tell us about his
experiences working at Wolf
Trap and the Met, co-founding
Washington Concert Opera,
judging Metropolitan auditions,
and so much more. He has
a phenomenal memory, is a
lively raconteur, and has been
backstage with many familiar opera singers. We can hope
for juicy, indiscreet tales, but more likely just good behindthe-scenes stories.
Attendees must be up-to-date on vaccines and must
register by 3:00 p.m. Wednesday, May 25.
 continued on page 20
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May–June Events continued from page 19
Friday, May 27, 1:00–2:15 p.m.

Virtual Event: LGBTQ Brain Health Support Group
Learn, connect, share resources. We welcome
anyone in the LGBTQ+ community
impacted by dementia (caregivers, self,
partner, pastor, or anyone close to you).
To register, contact Capitol Hill Village at
info@capitolhillvillage.org or call 202-543-1778.

Wednesday, June 1, 6:00–7:30 p.m.

Virtual Event: History & Biography Group
The History & Biography Group
will discuss The Doctors Blackwell:
How Two Pioneering Sisters Brought
Medicine to Women and Women to
Medicine by Janice P. Nimura (2021,
268 pages plus notes). Elizabeth
Blackwell believed from an early age
that she was destined for a mission
behind the scope of “ordinary”
womanhood. In 1849, she became
the first woman in America to
receive an M.D. She was soon joined
in her iconic achievement by her
younger sister, Emily, who was actually the more brilliant
physician. From Bristol, Paris, and Edinburgh to the
rising cities of antebellum America, this richly researched
new biography celebrates two complicated pioneers who
exploded the limits of possibility for women in medicine. As
Elizabeth herself predicted, “a hundred years hence, women
will not be what they are now.”
The plan is to take a summer break July and August and
reconvene in September. The group decided they want to
remain virtual, but will probably have at least one in-person
social meeting in the fall for those who wish to do so.
Registration required.

Saturday, June 4, Starting at 9:00 a.m.
Your Home

Hazardous & Personal Shredding Waste Pick-up
Note: Signup deadline is Thursday, June 2
Hazardous materials and personal papers will be picked
up from members’ homes for delivery to the District’s safe
disposal site.
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Personal papers (medical, financial, utility bill stubs,
old check stubs, etc.) should be put in paper sacks or
cardboard boxes. These will be shredded at the drop-off
site and viewed by the CHV delivery team to ensure they are
destroyed. Due to the increase in porch thefts, we recommend
that you keep your papers in your house until the volunteer
arrives and knocks at your door or calls. This is not a
requirement, however.
Chemicals and batteries (household cleaners, garden
chemicals, alkaline batteries) should be in a sturdy plastic
bag or a cardboard box—make sure the containers are
sealed and not leaking.
E-waste (televisions, TV remotes, computers, monitors,
modems, DVD players, cellphones, NiCad batteries,
etc.) and other items not accepted in weekly home trash
pickup. Remove your hard drive from computers you
are disposing. Wipe your address book and personal
information from cellphones.
No small appliances (hand mixers, blenders, etc.) which
can go in the regular trash.
No large appliances (washers, dryers, refrigerators, etc.)
Call DC 311 for bulk trash pick-up.
No drugs. Over-the-counter medicines can go in regular
trash. Prescription drugs—call or drop off at Capitol Hill
Village for proper disposal.
If you need assistance, contact the CHV office at 202-5431778 or info@capitolhillvillage.org.
Members only.

 continued on page 21

Wine Reception
JON GENDERSON MEMORIAL FUND

Sunday, June 5, 2022, 2:00–4:00 PM
The Residences at Eastern Market

$150 Per person
RSVP by Friday, May 27, 2022
(see page 2 for more information)
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May–June Events continued from page 20
Monday, June 6, 7:00–8:00 p.m.

Thursday, June 9, Time and location TBD

Virtual Event: Village Voices—Carol Grodzins:
Change Agent in U.S. and the World

Contemplating our End of Life, Part 2,

CHV member Carol Grodzins’
professional life has been at the
conjunction of international development,
health, and public policy. See story on
page 7.
Open to all.

Tuesday, June 7, 11:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.
Private Home

Purls of Wisdom
Join friends and neighbors for conversation, and work on
your favorite yarn project. We meet in the home of Nancy
Lee. All participants must be fully vaccinated. There will
not be lessons, but we may be able to help a bit; this is for
folks with some experience with knitting, crocheting,
needlepoint, etc. For more information, contact Nancy Lee
at nancylee8891@gmail.com.

During Part 2, the discussion will provide a greater
understanding of the services we might need and how we
can put our end-of-life choices in place.
The hope is that this will be an in-person meeting,
but, regardless, plans include a virtual capability to
accommodate those who cannot attend in person.

Ongoing Events
Mondays, 9:30 a.m.

Meet at the plaza outside the Eastern Market North Hall

Easy Strollers
The Easy Strollers will walk
for about 20 minutes at a
gentle pace. We will cancel if
there is rain. Sign up at the
CHV office to make sure you
will get notices of changes.

Wednesday, June 8, 12 Noon–2:00 p.m.

Open to all.

Hand Dancing *Welcome Back!!

Mondays, 10:00 a.m.–12 Noon

Capitol Hill Towers, 900 G St. NE

It’s about movement, fun,
leaving our cares at the
door, enjoying our day and
each other…on purpose!
It’s also about sharing in
the African-American
cultural experience of the
official dance of Washington, DC (1999 by DC Council),
and nationally recognized in 1993 by the Smithsonian
Institution as an American Art Form. See pages 1 and 2.

Wednesday, June 8, 2:00–4:00 p.m.
Private Home

Poetry Readers
Each attendee may (but is not required to) bring a poem
to read and share with the group. Join us for a lively
conversation about what we think the poem means and
more exploration of the topics the poems touch on.

Virtual Event: DC Center for LGBT Community—
Coffee Hour
It’s the Coffee Drop-in, hosting friendly conversations on
current issues. Contact supportdesk@thedccenter.org to get
the Zoom link.

Mondays, 2:00 p.m.

Second and I Streets. SE

Petanque
Join a group of Capitol
Hill game enthusiasts for a
friendly game of Petanque,
which is the French game
of boules and similar to
the Italian game of bocce.
Paul Cromwell provides instruction for beginners. For more
information, contact Paul at: pcromwell23@gmail.com
Members and volunteers. Registration required.
 continued on page 22
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Ongoing Events continued from page 21
Mondays, 2:00–3:00 p.m.

Turtle Park, across North Carolina Ave. from Eastern
Market, (rain location: under the Eastern Market canopy)

Tai Chi
Tai Chi meets outdoors, weather permitting—at least 40
degrees and sunny. Practice the beautiful and healthy art
of Tai Chi. Most classes devote one-half hour to exercise
and review of the basic postures and the other half-hour
to learning new postures. Both beginners and those
experienced in Tai Chi can benefit from both sessions.
Open to all.

Tuesdays and Thursdays, 10:00–11:00 a.m.

St. Mark’s Episcopal Church Garden, 301 A St. SE

Qigong
Qigong is a form of gentle exercise, suitable for any age or
physical condition, that consists of flowing movement and
breathing techniques. It is designed to improve the function
of internal organs, vascular systems, and muscular and joint
health. In addition, the practice may enhance circulation
and sleep and relieve stress.
Open to all.

Tuesdays, 12 Noon–1:00 p.m.
Capitol Hill Arts Workshop, 545 Seventh St. SE

Second Wind Chorus *Summer Hiatus Begins June 1

Tuesdays, 12 Noon–2:00 p.m.
Capitol Hill Village Office, 1355 E St. SE

Reiki *Welcome Back!!
Reiki, which means “Universal Life Energy” in Japanese, is
non-invasive therapy that promotes the body’s own healing
ability with benefits including reduction of chronic and
acute pain, reduction of stress and anxiety, and increased
energy and mental clarity.
CHV Member and Reiki Master
Shirley Loo will perform 15-minute
sessions during which the participant
will be seated in a chair. Shirley
was a longtime volunteer at George
Washington Hospital where she
provided Reiki to hundreds of
patients, their family members, and
hospital staff. Indicate the 15-minute
time block you would like (see
instructions you receive after registering). Must be fully
vaccinated for COVID-19 and wear a mask.
Members and volunteers.

Wednesdays, 12 Noon–1:00 p.m.

Virtual Event: Meditation Hour
Patrick Hamilton will guide simple
exercises, that alone or in combination
can help break the cycle of mental stress
we experience and can be incorporated
easily into your daily schedule. Patrick is
a member of the Washington Buddhist
Vihara and Bhavana Forest Monastery
and Retreat Center in West Virginia.
Open to all

Wednesdays, 2:00–3:00 p.m.

Virtual Event: Let’s Collaborate on Laughter!
Second Wind is a community chorus that has enjoyed
making music together for over a decade on Capitol Hill.
Members have varied backgrounds in music and welcome
anyone who loves to sing and wishes to join the chorus. We
sing in person; we require proof of vaccination and follow
COVID-19 protocols, which will enable us to continue
to meet and rediscover the joy of music-making and
performance. For more information, visit our website at
www.secondwindchorusdc.com.
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Washington Improv Theater is dedicated to sharing the
ideas and spirit of improv. Its improv workshops are
high-fun, low-stress classes designed to show you how
improvisers create spontaneous, off-the-cuff theater.
Instructors work to make sure everyone is able to participate
in a playful and trusting atmosphere.
This is the perfect way for everyone to get an introduction
to improv and theater. We’ll play games that tap into your
 continued on page 23
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Ongoing Events continued from page 22
Fridays, 2:00–3:30 p.m.

Virtual Event: DC Center for LGBTQ Community—
Tea Time
Bring your beverage of choice for this
virtual social hour for older LGBTQ and
other adults. For more information and
the Zoom link, contact Justin at justin@
thedccenter.org.
creativity, while developing skills that enhance listening
and engage your sense of humor. You don’t need theater
experience. You don’t need to be a “funny person.” Just come
in ready to have a good time.
Open to all.

Wednesdays, 2:00–4:00 p.m.

Private Home and Labyrinth Games and Puzzles

Mahjong *Welcome Back!!

Mahjong is a game that originated in China. Similar to the
Western card game Rummy, Mahjong is a game of skill,
strategy and calculation and involves a certain degree of
chance. Join a group of members and volunteers who meet
to play together.
We meet weekly, alternating between Labyrinth Games and
Puzzles, 645 Pennsylvania Ave. SE, and a member’s home.
Contact CHV at info@capitolhillvillage.org to sign up and
learn the address of the events in private homes.

Please be sure to register for events
when requested.
Did you know you can request a ride to events
if you’d like one? Call the CHV office at 202-5431778 or email info@capitolhillvillage.org

Saturdays, 8 a.m.–1:00 p.m.

Fit and Wellness Senior Fitness
YMCA DC is hosting five one-hour fitness classes on
Saturday mornings:
• 8:00 a.m. Sit Down, Get Down, Walter Smith;
Zoom only
• 9:00 a.m. Legs/Balance/Cardio Lite, William Yates;
Zoom & Palisades Community, NW
• 10:00 a.m. Total Body Fitness, Walter Smith; Zoom and
in-person at 2429 Franklin St., NE.
• 11:00 a.m. Medicine Ball workout, Walter Smith; Zoom
and in-person at 2429 Franklin St. NE.
• 12:00 Noon Basic Training 4 Your Body, William
Yates; Zoom and in-person at Anacostia Park, 1900
Anacostia Dr. SE
If you have not done so previously, you will need to sign up
for Fit & Well Seniors here. Indicate on the first page that
you are registering as a member of a Senior Village. The
form asks you to pick a class
on the third page, but it
may not reflect the Saturday
classes; you do not need to
select a class to complete the
form.
Contact the CHV office
at info@capitolhillvillage.
org or 202-543-1778 if
you would like assistance
William Yates
in signing up or have
questions. After this one-time registration, within 24 hours
you will receive your customized Senior Passport with the
Zoom link to use for all classes.
Open to all.
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Join us in person!
Sunday, June 5, 2022
2:00 to 4:00 PM
The Residences at Eastern
Market, 777 C St. SE.

$150 Per person
RSVP by Friday,
May 27, 2022
The Genderson Fund
helps ensure that any
resident of Capitol Hill
can join, participate and
benefit from Capitol
Hill Village without
regard to income.

Capitol Hill Village
1355 E Street SE
Washington, DC 20003

